
 

APR 2014 Special Events at BAMcinématek 
 
The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor for BAMcinématek and BAM Rose Cinemas. 
 

APR 5 at 8pm 
Unsound Festival 

Andy Votel’s KLEKSPLOITATION 
A Tribute to Pan Kleks and the film music of Andrzej Korzynski 
Crate-digging British multi-hyphenate Andy Votel pays tribute to the seminal Polish composer 
Andrzej Korzynski (Wajda’s Man of Marble, Zulawski’s Possession) with a hallucinogenic mash-up 
of Pan Kleks, a 1980s Polish kids series that Korzynski scored. Premiering last year to much 
acclaim at the Barbican in London, this shambolic sonic-visual lovefest revels in the mad genius of 
both its inspiration and its creator. This event, part of the citywide Unsound Festival, also includes 
Janusz Majewski’s surreal short Rondo with live music by electronic musician Piotr Kurek. 
Unsound Festival New York is presented by Fundacja Tone and the Polish Cultural Institute New 
York. 
 

APR 8 at 7:30pm 
Sneak Preview 

David Gordon Green’s JOE 
Gordon Green in person! 
The latest from the ever-surprising David Gordon Green is a moody, Southern Gothic drama 
featuring a mighty performance from Nicolas Cage as the rough-and-tumble title character, an ex-
con who’s lived hard and looks it, but who develops a soft spot for a troubled teenager (Tye 
Sheridan). Green captures moments of Malick-like poetry in the godforsaken, bleakly beautiful 
Texas backwoods setting, an untamed place where violence lurks at every turn. BAMcinématek 
favorite Gordon Green will appear in person for a Q&A following the screening. Sneak preview 
courtesy Roadside Attractions.  

 
APR 16 at 7pm  
Members Only Sneak Preview 

John Turturro’s FADING GIGOLO  
Turturro in person! 
Cash-strapped New York bookstore owner Murray (Woody Allen, in one of his rare starring roles in 
a film he did not direct) makes his pal Fioravante (Turturro) a sexy offer he can’t refuse: earn a 
whopping $1,000 by joining Murray’s beautiful dermatologist and her best friend in a threesome. 
An offbeat valentine to the eccentricities of New York City, this sly, one-liner-filled comedy follows 
Fioravante as he relishes his newfound calling as a novice, middle-aged Don Juan. This members 
only sneak preview will be followed by a Q&A with director, star, and BAM favorite John Turturro. 
Sneak preview courtesy Millennium Entertainment. 

 
APR 18 at 7:30pm 
10th Anniversary Screening 

Jonathan Caouette’s TARNATION (2004)  
Caouette and John Cameron Mitchell in person! 
Still unlike anything before or since, Jonathan Caouette’s mesmerizing, twenty-years-in-the-
making docu-essay is an ultra-personal mélange of 8mm home movies, phone messages, 
reenactments, and head-spinning surreal freak-outs documenting his tumultuous coming of age 



 

with a mentally ill mother. Frequently devastating, yet shot through with love for the troubled woman at its 
center, Tarnation remains “a remarkable film, immediate, urgent, angry, poetic, and stubbornly hopeful” 
(Roger Ebert). Caouette and executive producer John Cameron Mitchell (Hedwig and the Angry Inch) will 
appear in person for a Q&A following the screening. 

 
APR 21 at 7, 9:30pm 
Overdue 

Matthew Harrison’s RHYTHM THIEF (1995) & John Reinhardt’s HIGH 
TIDE (1947) 
Harrison in person with critics Nick Pinkerton and Nicolas Rapold 
BAMcinématek welcomes back critics Nick Pinkerton and Nicolas Rapold for their peripatetic series of 
unsung cinematic gems, paired for your delectation and screening in 35mm. Screening at 7pm is Matthew 
Harrison’s Rhythm Thief, a restless snapshot of 1990s Lower East Side that captures the nerve-addling 
assault of hard-knock city living for a tape-bootlegger in hypnotic high-contrast black and white. The 
screening will be followed by a Q&A with director Matthew Harrison. Short, sharp, and narrated in 
flashback from a car flooding with water, John Reinhardt’s Monogram Pictures noir High Tide (screening 
at 9:30pm) stars Lee Tracy as a rampaging newspaper editor who hires a private investigator (Don 
Castle) for protection from a gang boss. Both films will be introduced by Pinkerton and Rapold 
 

APR 22 at 7:30pm 
Sneak Preview 

Jeremy Saulnier’s BLUE RUIN 
Saulnier and actors Macon Blair and Eve Plumb in person 
Jeremy Saulnier (DP for BAMcinemaFest alum Matthew Porterfield) helms this masterfully constructed, 
black comic revenge thriller and winner of the FIPRESCI Prize at Cannes. Meet Dwight (Blair), a 
homeless man who, when he learns that his parents’ murderer has been released from prison, heads 
home to do some gruesome but hilariously inept killing. Saulnier wrings both genuine suspense and 
nervous laughs from this grisly, offbeat neo-noir. “A lean and suspenseful genre piece that follows a 
bloody trail of vengeance to its cruel, absurd and logical conclusion” (Justin Chang, Variety). Sneak 
preview courtesy Radius-TWC.  
 

APR 25 at 7:30pm 

FOUND FOOTAGE FESTIVAL 
Hosted by curators Joe Pickett and Nick Prueher 
The Found Footage Festival is a one-of-a-kind event showcasing videos found at garage sales, thrift 
stores, warehouses, and dumpsters throughout North America. Joe Pickett and Nick Prueher take 
audiences on a guided tour of their latest and greatest VHS finds, providing live commentary and where-
are-they-now updates on the people in these videotaped obscurities. From the curiously-produced 
industrial training video to the forsaken home movie donated to Goodwill, the Found Footage Festival 
resurrects these forgotten treasures and serves them up in a lively celebration of all things found. 
 

APR 29 at 7:30pm 
Science on Screen 

Werner Herzog’s GRIZZLY MAN (2005)  
Q&A with author Jon Mooallem 
Herzog’s gripping documentary Grizzly Man chronicles one of the most extreme—and ultimately tragic—
experiments in human-animal cohabitation ever attempted. For thirteen consecutive summers, Timothy 
Treadwell lived (and ultimately died) among the bears at an Alaskan national park. The footage that he 
himself shot forms the core of this fascinating inquiry into the fragile relationship between man and 
nature. Following the screening, wildlife journalist and author Jon Mooallem (Wild Ones) will join 
BAMcinématek audiences to discuss the delicate nature of human-animal interaction. 

 



 

For press information, please contact  
Lisa Thomas at 718.724.8023 / lthomas@BAM.org  
Hannah Thomas at 718.724.8002 / hthomas@BAM.org 
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